Poster Sessions and Show & Tell demonstrations are aimed at strengthening the interactions between researchers and practitioners. They offer an opportunity for participants to demonstrate their state-of-the-art results to a wide audience of professionals in the area of signal processing.

**POSTER PAPERS**
In the IEEE Signal Processing Society, no differentiation is made between the paper quality of poster and oral sessions. Papers are assigned primarily to ensure consistency among the sessions, at the discretion of the conference organizers. Some organizers elect to use poster sessions to provide the opportunity for attendees to meet authors personally and to discuss their papers in depth. The poster session papers must be vetted together with the oral session papers, to ensure the same standard of quality.

**SHOW & TELL SESSION PAPERS**
Papers accepted in the Show & Tell Sessions should have the same quality as the Oral and Poster sessions, and those papers will be submitted to Xplore with the same conditions as oral and poster papers. We expect papers in Show & Tell Sessions to have novelty coming from practical realization techniques, interesting/new applications and advanced system structures, especially suitable for industrial applications. The paper vetting process should be the same as those in the Oral and Lecture sessions to ensure the same high quality.

Note: Show & Tell papers, poster papers and oral papers are all considered equal for review, selection, and posting procedures in Xplore.

**SHOW & TELL DEMONSTRATIONS without a regular paper**
There may be cases where Show & Tell Demonstrations are made without an accompanying paper, or with a paper that has not undergone the same review process as the above papers. Such papers or other documentation of the demonstration will not be included in Xplore. It is the discretion of the conference organizers to determine whether these materials are to be included as supplements of the proceedings.

Please note: all papers included in the conference proceedings and/or Xplore, must submit a copyright form.

All of these conditions/criteria should be disclosed to authors during the submission stage of the process.